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Issues to consider when developing your local policy
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RoSPA Leisure Safety

Gather drowning and other leisure activity data

Develop policy

Produce guidance

Train, audit and consult

Campaign for change

Raise awareness in the public of safety issues 

“As safe as necessary, not as safe as possible”
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Why the importance of Policy
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Importance of WAID
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Informing policy

What have you got?
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Section: River Avon footpath Site Ref: 42a  Section score: 59                                                                                               
Site Ref: 42b      Section score: 59

Incidents Groups at risk

Tourists, parents and children (escaping parent supervision).
Cyclists 

Site description

- A well finished level path along the upper bank of the River Avon. No lighting. Quite well used during afternoon visited.  

Multiple pedestrian accesses to path from main road and housing development. No/very little overlooking onto path at 

Area 42b. Area 42a overlooked by the housing but would not see someone in water.

- Area 42a path 500mm to 2m from grassed or concrete bank edge, Vertical drop of minimum 2m and no egress back to 

bank top. Remains of masonry and concrete edge structures and stub bollards are trip hazards and partial concealed by 

grass.

- Alcohol bottle seen along Area 42b. Mainly brambles and woodland on bank but some grassed areas appear worn 

possibly from anglers accessing the water’s edge. Banks over 1 in 3 and with vertical drop of approx. 1m to water.

Principle hazards Mitigation options

- Trips and fall into water from vertical banks. 
- Fall from steep slopes e.g. for fishing.
-- Blind corners on path at bank top, fall into water

- Signage to warn of steep, unprotected drops.
- Provision of life rings near housing
- Repair missing fencing. Fencing on corners.
-- Highlight stub bollards.

Other hazards

- Collapse of wall at rear of builders’ merchants
- Entanglement / injury from protruding wire fencing at rear of 
builders’ merchants.
- Impalement injury likely at exposed long fence fixings at fence 
near lock end.

- Replace missing fence rails where missing.

Visitors

Daytime: Walkers, tourists,  Parents with buggies, and dog walkers. Night time: no lighting and not desirable to access.

Comments

Grandparents observed with young child in buggy within 300mm of 3m vertical edge showing child the ducks in the water. Fencing 
provided at built up bank at very steep bank into water.

Assessments: 19 February 18

Area 42

Area 42b

Area 

42a
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Policy driven, consistent controls
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Misjudgement, 

Ignorance or 

disregard of 

danger

Unrestricted 

access to 

hazard

Absence of 

adequate 

supervision
Inability to 

save yourself, 

or be rescuedIndividual responsibilities & 

Behaviours
Victim

Visitor

Organisation interventions

Evidence led interventions
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Consider

Competency of risk assessors

Previous incidents

Visitor profile

Asset profile

Climatic drivers

Reducing access

Signage

Management arrangements

Emergency equipment (PRE) & Arrangements

Consultations
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